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Humboldt State University

Sexual harassment
By Keith Alan Estabrook Jr
Staff writer

In an effort to facilitate the informal

resolution of sexual harassment complaints
at Humboldt State, four university employces representing faculty, staff and student
services have been appointed to the posi-

Harrassment cases wiltbe handled as rapidly as possible
but not — especially in a case serious enough to warrant
dismissal — at the expense of a thorough investigation.

Alba Gillespie

tion of sexual harrassment coordinator by

HSU President Alistair McCrone.
Acting Affirmative Action Officer Alba
Gillespie named the four at a meeting of the
Women’s Council Wednesday. They are:
Barbara van Putten, chairwoman of
health and physical education; Melanie
Johnson, administrative analyst,

College

of Science; Marilyn Derby, resident director, Redwood Hall; and Lois Risling, director of the Indian Teacher and Educational

Personnel Program.

Gillespie told the 20 people attending the
meeting the idea behind the creation of the
position is to create an environment where
people with complaints can dicuss the
problem in a non-threatening atmosphere.
As the acting affirmative action officer,

HSU acting affirmative action officer
Gillespie is responsible for dealing with
formal filing.
sexual harrassment complaints. His asIf an informal resolution is not possible,
sumption of the AAO role was supposed to the SHC will advise the complainant on
be a temporary addition to his duties as
eres ce eaicasB = action. Sexexecutive assistant to the president and. .
dean of graduate studies.
The coodinators are intended to be more
accused of sexual seca,
accessible to those who need a resolution to
Gillespie told the group the coordinators
a harrassment situation. Gillespie will still might also be called upon in the case of
handle complaints if they reach the level
racial harrassment.
where a formal complaint is filed.
“I don’t think the sexual harrassment
The coordinators will be the front line in coordinators
are going to put out a sign that
the complaint process, helping to identify
says ‘sexual harrassment cases only,’ ” he
the nature of the problem and, if possible,
said.
resolve it without taking it all the way to a
Gillespie said harrassment cases will be

HSU protests use
of polystyrene
This week the Associated Students and
Students Organized Against Polystyrene
(S.0.A.P.) will advocate
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alternatives to

polystyrene products used by Lumberjack Enterprises. Tuesday, petitions were
signed
on the quad. Coffee was served in

paper cups instead of plastic foam. Polystyrene is toxic and is non-biodegradablie.
In the upper left corner is a mobile made of

broken pieces of polystyrene found on
14th Street in Arcata.

McCrone appoints 4 new counselors
to facilitate informal complaint process
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handled as rapidly as possible but not —
especially in a case serious enough to warrant dismissal — at the expense of a thorough investigation.
“Support for the accused may depend on
(the accused’s) status,”
he said.
Procedures differ according to various
collective bargaining agreements in the
case of employees and also student grievance policy. He said the policy is meant to
maintain the rights of all concerned and that
there are ways to protect the accused
against
false allegations.
Complainants
are assured confidentiality, unless the case requires a formal filing
in which an investigation and settlement of
the complaint requires that he or she be
identified.
Copies of the sexual harrassment
policy
and the names and locations of the coordinators will be posted around campus and
will be included in the spring class schedule. Further information may be obtained
by calling
the Affirmative Action Officeat

826-3949.
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Hard luck Rube
n

Botello has dealt wit h homelessness, racism
While raising 2 sons,
ees
and unemployment since returning from Vietnam — des pite 3 college — degr
rest areas wherever we could
bushes and
go. We've been up here since early July.

By Phyilis Quackenbush

Staff writer

We went all the way across to Washing-

Ruben Botello is a Vietnam veteran, a
single father and holds three college degrees, but until two weeks ago he and his
two sons were among the nation's estimated 3 million homeless. He spoke with
The Lumberjack about his life since the war
and how Vietnam affected him.
Lumberjack: There’s been a lot of publicity about the Vietnam War lately — movies

could get help there to
ton, D.C. I thougI ht

get on my feet, get a job with my education.
But it was a nightmare. D.C. had the worst
homeless rate this summer of anywhere.
There’s no support there at all for a homeless person. I went to friends all over the
find a job.
to ing
country try

work?
of d
Lumberjack: Any kin

Botello: Anything. In Colorado, at every
gas station I stopped, I asked, “Is there any

and now a television series. What do you

work I can do around here?” In D.C. I went
to achurch and told them I'd cut their yard

think of that kind of publicity?
Botello: I think “Full Metal Jacket” was
better than “Platoon.” I’d say 80 percent is
show business, but 20 percent shows what
we really went through and why a lot of us

or whatever. I wanted a job, any job. They

said there wasn’t any kind of work. I’m

are so screwed up.

Lumberjack: You talk about being
to laugh. Why?
screwed up, and you’re able

Botello: I think we all have to laugh at

Ruben Botello

ourselves no matter what condition we’re
in. I’m zeroas far as this society. I’m below
poverty level. I have three college degrees,
but what do I have? I’m still able to laugh
about it. I have to, or else why live? That’s

Botello: Racism and being a single father.

I'd go to a mission and they'd only take

single men, not with kids. Women’s shelters only take women with kids. Nobody

would take us. Even at the Eureka mission,
they take only women with children. I
couldn’t get help. I had to come back to a
place I could survive in. I knew enough
people here to get back on my feet. I get
$400 a month in child support.
Lumberjack: Did you feel racism in the
service?
Botello: Oh yeah, even before I knew what
it was. The blacks and whites and Chicanos
were always fighting.
Lumberjack: It’s been almost 20 years
since you were in Vietnam. Do you still
carry it with you, or have you let it go?
Botello: I have fought so many wars since
then. That war is not really the main war
I’ve been in. Mainly my divorce, but other
wars. There’s so much injustice in this
country. I went to fight for my country
feeling injustice was the enemy. But when

the way I handle my hurt.

Lumberjack: How did you manage to get
three degrees and be without a job and a
home?

Botello: When I was in Vietnam, somebody asked me what! was going tobe when
I got back. I was going to be a lawyer and
help my people, all people. I felt the Vietnamese were getting treated badly — turning their women into whores and their men
and kids into pimps. Those are the people
we were supposed to be helping, right? We
were raping them. I felt a connection with
them, being Chicano and the way I was
treated when I was growing up.
When I came back I thought I'd be welcomed as some kind of hero for joining the
Marines and fighting for my country, but
nobody had anything to offer me. I couldn’t
get a job. I had to go back to cooking
hamburgers like when I was a kid. That

I saw the truth in the Marines and how I was

brainwashed into joining, watching all
I was
realized ,
those John Wayne movI ies

being lied to in order to be sucked into the

wasn’t for me, so I found out about the GI

bill and wound up in college.
I was very rebellious, anti-war. I had a lot
of buddies killed. I was pegged a college
radical. I went to Ventura Law School after
Humboldt and continued to speak out for
justice.
I sued the county of Ventura on a racial
discrimination charge, and that just about
beheaded me. I shouldn’t have done that. It
destroyed my family and put me on a black
list I’! never get off. About a month before
I was supposed to go to trial, my wife ran off
with her boss, and that kind of screwed
things up. I just totally fell apart on my
drive to be a lawyer.
Ihad to decide what was more important,
my kids or being a lawyer — my kids, any
day. They’re still with me, almost six years
now.
Lumberjack: You felt you couldn’t practice law and take care of your kids at the
same time?
Botello: Yeah. It hurtsa lot, but bringing up
these kids is a big job. So I’ve decided to
concentrate on that and go back to Humboldt for a master’s in sociology.
Lumberjack: Why Humboldt?
Botello: I love it here. It’s nice to be around

Hispanic, and they acted like I was an
gave
g.
The pastor
illegal alien or somethin
town.
of
out
get
to
me money
that on?
you blamek:
What dojac
Lumber

people with brains and hearts — especially
hearts.
Lumberjack: What are you going to do
with a sociology degree?
Botello: Degrees don’t count. I’m just
buying time. I might as well get a little
credit for it. I’m a writer trying to get
published. My goal is to help the homeless
nationwide.

Lumberjack: You were homeless until
about two weeks ago. Where were you
before that?
Botello: For about a month we were in
McKinleyville with a couple of vets that let
us in. Before that, we were sleeping in a tent
in the backyard of another person. We slept
behind the Bethel church in Eureka and at
the Redwood Acres Fairground and in the

When I went to Vietnam I saw how we
were all being lied to. The media was not
even coming close to letting the American
public know about what was going on over
there. They made it seem as if we were
winning. Then to come back and be rejected as a veteran — I became bitter. Not
at my country or government, but at just
how horrible the world really is.
Lumberjack: Why are you studying sociology? To figure all that out?
Botello: No, I got it figured out. I’m a
warrior. I fight with my intellect, with my
writing, organizing, speech making. I tell
the truth.
Lumberjack: Are you winning?
the truth will
Botello: Not me. But I believe
prevail. It’s the only hope we have, that
men will have the courage to speak out for
justice and all those things we thought
existed when we were kids.
Lumberjack: How did you wind up in this
apartment?
Botello: It took about three months to get
in. They charge 25 percent of what-you
Please see VET page 7
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‘Confusing’ add/drop altered for spring ‘88
to the students and irritating to the professors. We complied with the SLC proposal.”

By Laura Hansen
Staft writer

Add/drop procedures will change once
again.
Instead of having to go to departmentsor
colleges tochange classes, add/drop will be
centralized and take place the day before
classes start. Spring °88 add/drop will be
the Friday before classes. Fall add/drop
will probably
be the Sunday before classes
start.
“The first week (of the semester) was a

disaster,”said Michael Wartell, vice president for academic affairs. “It was confusing

The Student Legislative Council’s proposal stated the primary objective of add/

drop is “to ease the burden of students in
obtaining needed classes” and that it should
not interfere with classes already in session.
David Lofink, SLC academic affairs
and author of the resolution,
commissioner
said when add/drop procedures conflict
with classes, students have a choice of
standing in line at add/drop or “crashing”
the class and asking the professor for per-

mission to attend.

that a student will
There is no guarantee
get a class either way.
“As a student, I feel this way is better.
have to decide if you shouldgo
You don’t
to class or stand in line.”
Student reaction to the change was
mixed.
Range management junior Kim Allison

said, “I liked it the other way; I didn’t have
to wait in line. But I’m a junior and I'll get
most of my classes I want, so it doesn’t
really matter.”

To further improve the process, Robert

dean ,of admissions and records,
Hannigan
said he is workingon a plan to provide
revised

schedules

to returning

students

before they leave for the summer.
Wartell said freshmen will receive their
schedules “probably an hour before add/
drop because they register in the fall, right
before school starts.”
Hannigan said fees will still be due in
August, and “when we receive fees, that
will be a confirmation of registration. If
students don’t pay fees on time, they will
have to register late.”

327 SECOND ST., EUREKA, CA 95501
(707) 445-2971
The Northcoast’ s premier nightclub”
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DJ Dancing

Nov. 11]

18 & over welcome-$3
eFunk and Soul with HAL»

—Solo Acoustic Sit-Down Show—

Thurs.

David

Acvare

nov.12 Lindley

‘sso

18 & over welcome

—Funk/Rock—
Fri.

Nov. 13

911

—

Featuring Bishop Mayfield
—Rockin’ Reggae from Colorado—

Sat.
Nov.14

Little
Women

$5

$1 off admission with ticket stub
from David Lindley's 11/12 show

—MCA recording artists—

Wed.

Nov.18

Riders

In The Sky

Advance
sés0"

$6.50

Nashville Cowboy Music & Humor

—Rhythm & Blues—

Joe Louis Walker
and the

and the

Our Price Only:

Our Price Only:

$599.00

$699.00

$999.00

Term papers. Research. And more. All with an
ease you've never before experienced.

5

:

Mark A. Hise
MS DDS ©

Cosmetic bonding
Wisdom Teeth
Ultrasonic cleaning
Nitrous gas-stereo sound
Mercury-free fillings
Emergency Care

1225 B St.

Our Price Only:

opening the box. So you can do your homework.

Little Charlie
Nightcats

* Compact, high-capacity 32” 720K disk drives. ©
¢ A complete personal computer system at a
great price ... so it's easy on your budget, too!

TV. Once you turn it on, it

thanks to Microsoft’s® MS-DOS Manager.
You'll be up and running within minutes after

—Rhythm & Blues—

Dec.18

system in... just like a

tells you exactly what to do, in plain English —

Fri.
al | Boss Talkers

Fri.

Zenith Data Systems introduces the eaZy pc ™
... now available at great student prices
You want easy to operate? You've got it! Because
with the eaZy pc™, all Y have to do is plug the

822-5105

Your coursework is difficult enough. So don’t
hassle yourself with a complicated PC. Turn on to
the eaZy pc™ from Zenith Data Systems today!
PLUS —the eaZy pc™ offers you all this...
e« A 14” monochrome
swivel base.

monitor attached to a

tilt

HEATH/ZENITH COMPUTERS

¢ PC-compatibility
... runs virtually all impogtant
MS-DO
oo.
.
-

¢ 512K RAM...more than enough to handle your

(916) 486-1575

Mike McGovern

coursework.

Zit
$2
© 1087, Zerith Data Systemes
Form No. 1764
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General Ed
Students propose additional class
By Laura Hansen
Staff writer

A new ethnic studies class may be added
to the general education requirements for
graduation in an effort to teach HSU students about other cultures and help them
realize they are no longer living in an isolated country, a student government official said.
Luis Arroyo, ethnic studies department
chairman, said, “It’s more than just the
class. The whole idea is in the spirit of the
recommendations given by the California
State Legislature (in the Master Plan).
“We need to understand the changing
demographics of the state.”
Student Legislative Council members

Randy Villa, Alfonso Soto, Francisco
Rodriguez, Lorna Bryant and Jim Conroy
are working with Associated Students
President Al Elpusan to create the new
ethnic studies class.
Villa said the committee’s research
should end this week and hopes to make a
resolution to the SLC after the research is
tabulated.
Bryant said the program is more than just
general education requirements. “It involves getting women and minorities represented in different colleges and departments.”
She said it is important to learn about
people “who are different than you are.
Please see EDUCATION page 18

SLC votes 7-4 to request
reduction of polystyrene
use
By Robert Ferguson

Staff writer

Dissension among the council mem-

-

Reducing polystyrene
use on campus
was the hot issue at Monday night’s
Student Legislative Council meeting.
The council passed a resolution 7-4
requesting Lumberjack Enterprises reduce its supply and use of polystyrene
beverage and food containers on campus. Lumberjack Enterprises operates

the Depot, Sweet Shoppe, Corer Deli,

Loft and Jolly Giant cafeteria, all of
which primarily use polystyrene containers.
The SLC requests that biodegradable
materials be used instead of polystyrene.

bers ranged
from issues including the
cost of paper products to replace the

plastic, possible choices in drinking

container material and potential diffi-

culty in replacing all polystyrene containers.
A resolution was also introduced

opposing the California
State Industrial
Welfare Commission’s proposal
to pay

students less than the minimum wage.
The commission
has proposed the mini-

mum wage be increased to $4 per hour;
however, full-time students between
the ages of 18 and 21 would be paid
$3.40
per hour.

Please
see SLC page 18
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HELMETS in
e ANSI-Z90
Approved
e Lexan Shell
e Lightweight
¢ Comfortable
e Great Colors
To Choose From!
Bernie Sez:
“You've only got one
head, and we’ve got
lots of helmets to
choose from. Stop
by, find one that fits,
and -Stay Safe!

The Good Ol’ Persons
performing rousing acoustic country music!

8 p.m. Kate Buchanan Room

Saturday, November 14

Tickets: $8 general, $6 students/seniors
Pianist Anton Kuerti
‘‘A pianistic supernova.’’ The New York Times

Friday, November 20

Hair

Shop
Student Price:

<<

8 p.m., Fulkerson Recital Hall In-the Round
Tickets: $8.50 general, $7.50 students/seniors

Coming Sankai Juku!

Men $8 Women $10

Appointments not always necessary
Ask for Joyce or Eraina

877 Oth Street * 822-3912

TICKETS

Co

University
Outdoor

AVAILABLE
Ticket

Store,

Office.

Arcata.

The

AT
HSU
Works.

Eureka
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DRAFT

A.S. board restores KHSU’s funds
regarding

Investigation shows
program changes
not out of line

news

programming.

The

board withheld check requests for the

past three weeks until it could determine
if the station was operating in the interest
of students.
“We discovered

the changes

were

largely programmatic,” A.S. President
Al Elpusan said, “and that’s not our

business. After looking at all the infor-

By Phyllis Quackenbush
Staff writer

KHSU radio will get its money back
from the Associated Students Board of
Finance after the board voted unanimously Wednesday
to release previously
frozen student funds.
The decision came after a month-long
investigation of KHSU’s policy change

mation, we justcan’tjustify cutting them
broadside.”
Elpusan said the board accomplished

what it set out to do.
“We didn’t waste our time,” he said.

“We

got information

we absolutely

needed.
“This was an outcry to other programs

North Coast
Chiropractic
and
Stress Management
e Chiropractic Care

to let us know if anything is going on.
They should notify every funding
source that keeps them alive if they are
going to make changes in their pros.”

C. Parker Van Hecke, KHSU station
manager, said he was “glad it’s done.
“Better communication was established out of this situation,” he said. “I
was very proud of the way KHSU staff
handled themselves. They remained
calm and cool-headed. I thought that
was a nice, mature way to handle it.”
Elpusan said the A.S. will continue to

review future KHSU changes in determining its role as a student-funded pro-

gram.

*Continued from page 3 _
these people down, even in the event of a

draft. The worst thing to do is leave the
country. There are other options, and that’s
what we discuss with the students.”
Only three people have been indicted for
failing to register. One was,Ben Sasway, a
former HSU student. Another, anti-draft
activist Gilliam Kerley, is serving a threeyear prison term at Leavenworth Federal
Penitentiary

e Exercise Therapy

Chinese Herbs

e Wellness Programs
(Consisting of a
¢ Individual & Couple
combination of services)
Counseling

=hina
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iets

——
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940 9th Street, Arcata
822-7419
Across from the COOP
Traditional Noarthcoastal

Were looking lor a ew good men,

Thanksgiving
Featuring:
Hand pressed Apple Cider

New England Corn & Clam Chowder

Waldorf Salad
Choice of:

Roasted Tom Turkey or
:

Roasted Prime Rib or
Broiled Halibut Steak

/~

Entrees accompanied with fresh vegetables,

Aluminum cans are worth
.
it pays to keep America
clean.

Give a hoot.

Don’t pollute.

sweet or whipped potato and
pumpkin or mincemeat pie

Recupture the Spirit. . .

Hotel cArcata
9th & G Streets © Arcata @ 822-6506
On

The Plaza

Kansas

and

To fly is one thing. To fly with the Marine Corps is
something else. They'll show you the meaning of wings.
From the wings of the F-18 Hornet to the wings you
»
wear as a Marine aviator, this is flying
at its best. And your ticket to fly is
your college diploma. If you'd like to be
up there, contact 1st Lieutenant Bowlds collect at (415)865-7284.

e Acupuncture &
e Massage

in

Forest Service, U.S.D.A.

was

fined

$10,000.
The Committee Against Registration
and the Draft is launching a campaign to
free Kerley.
The Draft Counseling Center is located
at the Y.E.S. house. Wilburn said they are
also seeking volunteers to be draft counselors. For more information call 826-4965.
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make, so that’s $98 including utilities. We don’t have
furniture, but it’s beautiful.
Lumberjack: What are you going to do now?
Botello: Keep struggling, not sell out to the system. I’m 40
years old, and until I’m dead I’m going to keep speaking
out for justice because I know there’s millions of people in
far worse condition than me and my kids. There are very

few people writing for them. Most people are writing for
the bucks, and to hell with the people. That’s what I went
to Vietnam to fight against. I’m a Christian. That’s my faith
— God shall prevail.
Lumberjack: How are your kids handling all this?
Botello: Very well. I’ve protected them. I turned our
homelessness into a long vacation. I tum our poverty into
adventure. I keep them imagining there could be a better
world. They have dreams. They’re smart in school, too. I
work hard so they can have a good life. But my standards

Lumberjack: If you could have anything you wanted,

the ’70s. The kids today don’t know-what
the hell’s going
on in politics, but they're
rewarded
for their apathy.

what would that be?
Botello: It would be Jesus here now. In charge. I'd get
happiness, peace, the sense that I don’t have to hate
anybody anymore — no more conflict, no more garbage

because of my background in the Marines and Vietnam.

are not the same as society’s.

that men inflict on men. That hurts very much. I’m not a

revolutionary; I’m for peace and love.
Lumberjack: You were at Humboldtin 1974. How
has the
campus changed?
Botello: The vets coming out now are much more red,
white and blue than we were. The whole system is turning
people back to the American myth of get ahead, get a job
and be successful in life. The standards are superficial in
my opinion. There’s good and bad in it. There’s good and
bad in being a hippy: Society needs people to speak out.
Society changed because of our type of politics, but we, as
individuals, got screwed. I’m paying for my radicalism of
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Botello:
I have so much anger. But I can hold onto it
I’ve been through
were killing each
I’ve got to say I
experience for my

hell since I was a boy. My mom and dad
other every day.
do not blame the Marines or the Vietnam
problems. I am thankful:I went through

that. It made me a better man and more able to deal with the

worldas it is.
Lumberjack: Do you feel the country owes you anything?
Botello: No, not for Vietnam. My country owes every
American for the fact that we were born here and love it.
We should all be treated the same. My country owes me
nothing. I owe it something
— to continue to fight for
Leeisemneneptin love. |
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in Northwestern California. The best gear at the best prices
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Surplus

and

Fieldwork

CHEST

:

U.S. Made using the
latest injection
>
. moulding technology. § .

WADERS

|
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© Parkas 52299-52499
This One Does It All!

e Pants $1499
Men's and Women's
best selling raingear, light-

Sale *139 ».neg $150
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|

®
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Our

e Waterproof ¢ Breathable
eWarm
¢ Windproof
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PRESENTS:
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THE PRISONER OF SECOND AVENUE
Wash

Here,

Dry FREE!!!

Open 7-9 Daily
5000 Valley West Center.
822-1181
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A COMEDY IN TWO ACTS

By Neil Simon:

NOVEMBER 13,14&15
°
DINNER AND SHOW: $16.00 PER PERSON
SHOW ONLY: $6.00 PER PERSON
Doors open at 7:00

2nd
& C st, Eureka

Show starts 8:30

442-2334
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Hutchins Grocery
Liquor & Deli
Specials
li
e Beck’s, Moosehead or St. Pau

ASIgtONgt

$4.99/6 pack

e Barton’s Vodka

590 G Street, Arcata

$8.99/1.75 liters

At the corner of 6th
1644 G St.

Northtown, Arcata

822-7407

a unique
opportunity
for
— Foresters —
For you, and the world itself. As a Peace
you can put your degree
Corps volunteer,
to work at a challenging, demanding and
unique opportunity. You'll be meeting
new people, leaming a new language,
experiencing a new culture and gaining a

RN
J

ce

.

whole new outlook. And while you're

building your future, you'll help people in
developing countries meet their energy
and housing needs. Forestry sector
Environmental

Resources,

;

Sciences,

Ornamental Horticulture degrees and, of
course, foresters.

Nov. 25 - Nov. 29

ge
oe

Movies:
Eate of the Forest
Mon., Nov. 16, at 1 p.m. in NHE 119

Trees of hope

-

|
,

For more information Contact:

*Bob Bouvier—Peace Corps Rep.
*HSU Career Develop. Center 826-3341
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kinko’s

onan
Arcats

1618Q8.

822-8712

;

SIGN
~

Custom

bar,

'
»

$224

$74

$137

4-day

lift ticket
4-nights lodging,

has

and

Friday,

Activities

, call 826-3357

Thanksgiving

bathroom

reclining seats,

up by

Center

bus

$147

Transportation

sauna,
jacuzzi,
Turkey dinner

@

week. We could be the answer

$166

$84

(downhill),

At Kinko's,
we offer

Charter
Bus

X-Country:

;

SERVICE

You;
Drive

stereo,
Nov.

facilitles.

etc

20 in the

Outdoor

Store

or

a

wet

Hours:
Sun.-Thur. 7:30 a.m. to midnight
Fri. sat. 7:30 a.m. to 2:00 a.m.
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Italians
One Humboldt County ethnic group;
from immigrant survivors to Americans

resident Marino Sichi said.
“At one time the entire town of Rio Dell

was all Italians, and there were lots in
Wildwood and that area,” said Steve An-

tongiovanni of the Sons of Italy, a service
organization in Eureka.
The towns of Scotia, Korbel and Samoa
also had strong Italian communities at the

“They gravitated to their own neighborhoods as a matter of survival. At work you
have somebody yakking at youall day long,
and you don’t know when you did something wrong. When he kicks you in the
behind because you goofed up, you don’t
know why. So they stuck together,” Sichi
said.
Although it is impossible to say exactly
how many people came to the area from
Italy, Antongiovanni estimates about 300400 families from the Lucca and Lombardi
regions came in the 1920s and °30s.
Please see ITALIANS page 11

nt

speak any English, they stayed together.

MR

Although Italian-Americans can be
found almost anywhere in Humboldt
County these days, there was a time when
their ancestors lived in their own separate
communities on the North Coast.
There were few Italians in the area prior
to World War I. After the war, however,
their numbers grew rapidly in response to
impoverished conditions in Italy, Arcata

time, while a large number of immigrants
settled in Eureka and Arcata, said Ugo
Giuntini of Arcata.
Because mostof the immigrants couldn’t

III

By Kim Loc6co
Staff writer

—Lynn Enemark

The American Flag files high above Italian immigrant, Marino Sichi’s
home here in Arcata. (Inset) Sichi and his mother.

Six Rivers forest plan delayed another year
By Jerry Kalisik
Staff writer

The completion of the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) for the Six
Rivers National Forest Plan that will determine how the forest is used for the next 10
to 15 years has been delayed about one
year, said the forest’s land management
planner.
Owen Peck said the plan was delayed
because of the large number of public
comments received on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS), he said.
“I don’t think it (the delay) will have too
great of an effect one way or the other,”
Peck said. “We're continuing to operate
under existing plans.”
Tim McKay, director of the Northcoast
Environmental Center, said the delay is
having an effect.
“They are going to operate under the old
plans that have less environmental restric-

‘Part of the problem is that
there are so many people
across the country that want
to be satisfied with what the
plan says. If they‘re not satisfied they will want to

apppeal it or take the Forest
Service to court to litigate to
get what they want.’
— Owen Peck
forest service land management planner

said.

The comments are then entered into a

computer in which they can be grouped
he said.
together and organized,
Peck said the recent forest fires have not
affected the plan because most of the acreareas.
age burned was in wilderness
nsfor
atio
No salvage oper are planned
with native grass seed and straw mulch

began about a week before the fires were
out, he said.
The 957,590-acre Six Rivers National
Forest is located in four counties: 43 percent in Del Norte, 35 percent in Humboldt,

21 percent in Trinity and 1 percent in

tions as long as possible,” McKay said.

Certain timber sales, such as the Prescott
sale at the headwaters of the Smith River—
a designated wild and scenic river —
would prevent some of the alternatives in
the FEIS from being implemented if the
logging occurs, he said.
“The delay of the plan will bea delay that
will continue to keep the (timber) cut up as
high as possible,” he said.
The DEIS states that most forest plans
are at least 10 years old and need to be
updated because the goals and targets set in
them are no longer totally achievable because of land base and environmental considerations.

would increase the level to 240 million
per year.
feet rd
boa
“Some of the responses were up to 100
pages (and) contained many, many comments. They all have to be coded as to the
type of content and the type of resources
involved, based on what the concern is,” he

Siskiyou.
“T don’t think the time .it’s taken to pro-

duce this thing was anticipated,” Peck said.
“Part of the problem is that there
are so
many people across the country that want to
be satisfied with what the plan says.If
they’re
not satisfied they will want
to ap-

peal it or take the Forest Service to court to
litigate
to get what they want,”
he said.
Peck said the plan isn’t going to please
everyone, and there is a high probability it

will be taken to court when it’s released.

The public comments vary from either
wanting more logging included in the plan
or less logging and more roadless areas for

wildemess,
he said.
who wants non-develop“To the person

ment, which is pretty much what Earth
First! people are looking at in their Green

Pian, there is no analysis that’s going to
convince
those folks that any more devel-

opment
is OK.”
The Green

Forest Plan recommends

keeping logging levels at its current level of
145 million board feet per year. The Forest

Service plan
to raise the level to
175 million board feet per year and a timber
industry sponsored plan, West Coast Alliance for Resources and Environment,

The forest is home to three classified
endangered species: the bald eagle, the
rock
peregrine falcon and the McDonald's
cress. The DEIS states there are also 37
species classified as sensitive and in need

becomto prevent nt
of special manageme

species list a
ing placed on the endangered
More than 700 cultural and historical
sites and part or all of four wilderness areas

are in the forest boundaries:
Trinity Alps,
Eel, North Fork WilYolla Bolly-Middle
derness
and the Siskiyou.
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HSU student pedals to

to campus, downtown
By Drew Merz
Staff writer
Michael Bissell rides his bike every day.
For fun? For exercise? Well, those are
nice, too, but Bissell rides his bike for

t.

Piel has found a way to fit bicycling

and profit fit into the same sentence: The
HSU student has opened Lunch Time Deliveries, a restaurant delivery service for
.
downtown Arcata.
For a price, customers can choose an
of food from the menus of
combination
nine restaurants in Arcata, including Hey
Juan Burritos, the Far Side Cafe and Casa
de Qué Pasa, and have their meal delivered
and 3 p.m.
the hours of 11 a.m.
between
anywhere in the downtown area or on
campus.
Bissell, 21, came up with the idea along
with Marc Chaton, the owner of Casa de

ai

Myyz

Arcata eaters

Qué Pasa. Originally, Bissell was to deliver
for only that restaurant,
but he decided to
expand. “I thought
why deliver
for only one
restaurant?” said Bissell.
As with any new business, there were
small obstacles to deal with. First, he had to
equip his bicycle with atrailerto hold food.
“Drinks were a problem at first, but now
I have
a rack to hold them in,” Bissell said.
“And sometimes the restaurants don’t put
in silverware,
so I check to make sure.”
Bissell has been delivering food for
about three weeks. Most of his business is
for offices
and meeting rooms, with Casa
‘de Qué Pasa the current favorite among
Bissell’s clients.

Although he said business is slow, he is
confident it will pick up soon. “Wait until
the rain hits.”
Lunch Time Deliveries’ rates are $1.50
for the first $5.00 of the order, and 50 cents

For peop le who do not have time to grab a bit to eat, Michael Bisse! will

deliver food ordered from local restaurants, while getting a little exercise.
Clancy, but does all the legwork himself.
for each additional $5.00 increment. Bissell said it takes him about half an hour to He said he has been bicycling since he was
13, so the hills in Arcata don’t really bother
an order. “As soon as we get the
deliver
him.
usually
it
order, we call the restaurant, and
takes them about 20 minutes.” From there, . “The other day I took the trailer off my
bike to run some errands, and the hills were
it’s just a quick ride to the delivery. “You
a lot easier.”
realize how small Arcata really is when
Bissell said if business
goes well he plans
you’re on a bike,” Bissell said.
tohire
someone
else
to
help
with deliveries.
Bissell works with a secretary, Selena

Don’t Forget!
The campus eateries
| make for a

2

14,
212,1%28

THAD BECKMAN

17 & 24

LATIN KEYS

19

BOGGIES

@@

great lunch break.

— BEER ON TAP —
Michelob

Budweiser

Sierra Nevada Ale

Kronenbourg

Bass Draught

RITZ CLUB MENU
Shooters
|
|

Freshly shucked with house oyster sauce
Happy Hour Special

}

Prech Kamamote Oysters

75
50

250

Ptsze
450

On the half shell (6)

Fiour tortillas, jack and cheddar cheese
sour cream, salsa and jalapenos

Ritz Beaches

6 inch cheese pizza in cror ssantdough

250

Chips
aad Salsa

200

Chips, mild ot hot salsa, sour cream, olives
refried beans with jack and cheddar cheese
Jalapenos are optional
3 75

NO COVER
240 F Street, Eureka
(707) 445-8577

“Experience

swine

Difference’
8 a.m. to 2 p.m.

.

Look For Our

TOFU-TAHINI DRESSING
Available at: Arcata CO-OP, Eureka Ise Se.

"Natural Foods Cafe
Unique in Humbold: County

CO-OP, Eureka Health Foods, The Tofu Shop,
Murphy's Mke., Sunnybrae

Monday-Saturday ® Lunch 11:30-5:00 © Dinner 5:00-8:00

16th & “G” Streets, Arcata © 822-0360
ke out services
ee

ae

ITALIANS

ee
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Swiss-Italians from the Lombardi area in northern Italy
settled in Ferndale, the Loleta Bottoms and the Arcata
Bottoms because most of them were ranchers and dairy
farmers, while those from the Lucca region in central Italy
settl
in the Eureka
edand Arcata areas and worked in the
lumber industry or as merchants, Antongiovanni said.
“Most of them (Italian immigrants) went into the woods

town in central Italy sponsored him. Anyone who wanted
to immigrate to America at that time had to have a sponsor.
He went to work in a mill and within eight years had saved
enough to bring his family over.
_ Sichi arrived in America in 1922 at the age of 2. His
father left Italy when Sichi was a few months old to come
to America where, a relative told him, he could find a job.
Sichi’s father arrived in Korbel in November 1920 and got
a job in a mill. When he had saved enough money, he sent
for his family.

and the mills at one time or another, and from there they
Both Giuntini and Sichi attended school in the area,
went into other businesses,” Sichi said.
where they learned English. They said it was easier for the
Some Italians opened fruit stands, some went into the children to leam a new language than it was for their
fish business and others opened up bars, “before and after parents, who had been speaking Italian much longer.
they were legal,” Sichi said. “Wherever they could find a
“My dad could make himself understood, but he could
way of making a buck.”
never have a conversation (in English). My mother made
“The idea was to come to America, the ‘land of plenty,’
up her mind that she was going to lean,” Giuntini said.
and get rich, make enough money to go back and live in
The Italian community is not as close-knitas it once was;
style,” Ugo Giuntini said.
the children of the original immigrants learned the lanHowever, after they got here, more and more people
guage and were able to go into other professions. Sichi said
liked it, and instead of going back to Italy, they sent for their "that since there is no longer a language barrier, there isn’t
families, he said.
the same need to stay together.
“When they came over here, they made maybe a dollar
But Sichi doesn’t regret the loss of community.
a day, but they’d make maybe a dollar a year back home,”
“This is America. We came to America
to be Americans,
Sichi said.
and that’s the way it should be. There should be one
Giuntini came to America in 1921 when he was 11. His
language, it should
be English and that’s it. We didn’t
come
father came to Korbel in 1913 when a friend from the same
to be Italians.”

e

*Continued from page 9

The passport that brought Marino Sichi’s

family to the United States in 1920.

Open Daily 7:30 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Self-Service

Breakfast ¢ Lunch « Dinner

COPIES —

Espresso ¢ Desserts

Available

IN

HSU Library Copy Center Rm 205

Paradise Ridge Cafe

Ss

Hours: Monday-Thursday 4p.m.-7p.m.,
Sunday noon-5p.m.

eee
THE CARTER HOUSE &
HOTEL CARTER

Richard P. Carpenter, Psy.D.
Counseling and Hypnosis
Special Rates for Students

WELCOME YOU TO A TOUR OF OUR

Bed & Breakfast Inn
a nd
Hotel Carter

839-0057
McKinleyville
License M-18241

2

INNKEEPERS, MARK & CHRISTI CARTER
1033 3rb stREET, EUREKA, CA. 95501
(707) 445-1390 (707) 444-8062

‘A WARM AND FRIENDLY PLACE FOR YOUR, PARENTS TO STAY’
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a unique
opportunity
for
Foresters

O-Bento
¢Delicious Noodle Dishes

e Japanese Garden
Take Out
739 10th St., Arcata
Between G and H
826-2064

|

SHOES
Best selection & prices

Just 100 paces from the theaters

NORTHTOWN BOOKS :

you
For you, and the world itself. As a Peace Corps volunteer,
and
demanding
challenging,
a
at
work
to
can put your degree

unique opportunity. You'll be meeting new people, learning a
new language, experiencing a new culture and gaining a whole

PUBLIC TELEVISION
COMPANION VOLUMES:

The Health Century. by
Edward Shorter, $21.95.

The

past 100 years of medicine.

new outlook. And while you're building your future, you'll help

people in developing countries meet their energy and housing
needs. Forestry sector needs include. . . Boilogy, Botony,
Natural Resources, Environmental Sciences, Omamental

course, foresters.
and, of ture
icul
Hortdegrees
Movies:

The Ring Of Truth. by the

Eate of the Forest
16, at 1 p.m. in NHE 119
Nov.
Mon.,

into how we know what we
know.

Wed., Nov. 18, at 3 p.m.in NHE 119

Morrisons, $24.95.

An inquiry

. by David

Attenborough, $24.95.

The

Mediter-ranean world and man.

, by Ali Mazrui,

$17.95, paperback.

Examines

a synthesis of native, Islamic
and western influences on
African culture.

Life In The Balance, by David
Rains Wallace, $29.95.
for mind and eye.

NY

Clothing & Accessories
New & Once New
COTTON « WOOL
SILK
For men, women & kids

eSushi Bar

7

(x

Biological Sciences

Japanese Restaurant
}

ee

7 ate

)

A feast

The Story Of English. $24.95.
Now available in paperback,

plaza Shoe Shop
© Buffalo
© West Coast

© Red Wing
@ Birkenstock
© Rocksport and Wigwam Socks
© White's

QUALITY SHOE REPAIRS
Closed Sun. & Mon.

Trees
of hope

for men, women & kids.

1091 H Street
(11th & H Streets)

Arcata
822-4751
Mon. - Sat., 10:00 - 6:00
Sunday, 11:00.- 4:30
cece
ecece
state
tet at eta t

ete

®

et

ote

tate

Knitter's Nook,

For more information Contact:

“Bob Bouvier—Peace Corps Representative

*HSU Career Develop. Center 826-3341

y VOVG
HOP

Distinctive Yarns
and

Knitting

Supplies

Cynthia M. Schwenson
Owner
(707) 822-1792

(Humboiat Orientation Program)
1166 H Street

WE'RE RECRUITING PEER COUNSELORS
FOR OUR 1988 PROGRAM.
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN:

Arcata

e Up to $450 in a stipend

e Leadership experience (lead a peer group
of 10-30 new students)
e An opportunity to help others

e Becoming part of a team of fellow students
e Lots of fun

IF SO, ENROLL IN OUR 2-UNIT TRAINING COURSE
(SP 315) FOR SPRING SEMESTER OR CALL 826-3510

FOR MORE INFORMATION (Or come by 117 Nelson Hail East)

kinko's
1618

copies

G ST
ARCATA
822-8712

ecé
tate:

ts
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Madonna
‘Who's That Girl?’ set given to HSU;
theater arts grad made it possible
| By Calvin Clements Iti

Staff writer
Six-foot, remote-controlled cardboard
a teddy bear with a garter, a 40foot treadmill
— it would seem that HSU’s
theater arts department has it all these days.
Those are just a few of the items donated
to the theater arts department by organizers
of Madonna’s recently completed “Who's

That Girl?” tour.

Scattered across the stage of Van Duzer
Theater — and around Humboldt County
— are three 48-foot semi-trucks worth of
from the world
stage props and equipment
tour. The equipment came to concert or—
_
Professor Ivan Hess. “There are items here
that we couldn’t normally buy.
“You couldn’t normally buy $45,000
worth of projection screens.”
Hess displayed some of the donated
items at last Wednesday’s press conference
at the Van Duzer Theater. Although the

L
ivan Hess displays just one of the items found among the donations
from Madonna. Approximately $700,000 worth of props were donated,
including a teddy bear.

_ “We are going to try to go through it,
inventory it and reassemble
parts of it,”

the
Hess said. “If we don’t understand

we may borrow the
involved
tec
or engineering to
arts
industrial
of
talents

tell us what it is. Some of it’s very sophisticated.”

The equipment lies unpacked in crates.
and boxes at storage facilities all over
Humboldt County, a situation Hess calls a
lem.
Among the items donated were enough

stage platforms to cover the Van Duzer
stage,
Hess said.
“We can create a fantastic variety of
levels (with the platforms). A whole new
stage floor could come together for touring
com
” He said.

The donation of the set came about

through the efforts of Dave Knopf, a 1982
Humboldt State theater arts graduate who
was a member the technical staff
of the
“Who's
That Girl?” tour.
Knopf was on the Madonna tour in Paris
when it closed, and they were calculating
equipment dominated much of the stage, the cost of storing this road show.
“Dave said, ‘Why don’t you write it off
Hess described it as “just the tip of the
taxes and give it to my alma mater?’ ”
your
iceberg.”
“This represents maybe 10 percent of it,” Hess said.
But the Madonna package may just be the
Hess said.
The job of unpacking and taking inven- beginning — Hess received a telephone
of David
g what he thought
to the - call askinhim
will be left
toryof all of the equipment
Bowie’s
stage
set.
members of a class titled “Advanced Pro“I just broke out in a cold sweat,” Hess
duction Seminar” to be taught next semester. The class, which Hess describes as said.
“I wouldn’t know where I would put it if
“kind of a free-floating course,” will be
he calls and tells me it’s on the way.”
specially tailored to the task.
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Pulitzer prize-winning poet to give reading
around the age of 8 or so), learning to ice skate with me,
buying me a bike, going on picnics and expeditions into the
country —all activities which! think he genuinely enjoyed.

By Hassanah Nelson
Kizer’s mother, Mabel, an activist, feminist
and a former
Staff writer
: biology professor at Stanford, was 47 years old when
While women have debated free will, we have howled for Carolyn, the first of her three children, was born. Her
it,
father, Benjamin, a courtroom lawyer and a former profesHowl still, pacing the centuries, tragedy heroines.
sor of international relations at the University of WashingSome who sat quietly in the corner with their embroidery
ton, was 50. They had been married approximately two
Were Defarges, stabbing the wool with the names of their years.
ancient
In an essay, “The Muse,” from her book, “Yin,” Kizer
Oppressors, who ruled by the divine right of male —
asks:
I'm impatient of interruptions! I'm aware there were
Why was I chosen to live the life she wanted, when she
millions

might well have gone on to live it herself?

Of mutes for every Saint Joan or sainted Jane Austen,

surmise part of the answer. She had worked, worked,
worked, largely for others, since the age of 13. Exception-

Who vague-eyed and acquiescent, worshiped God as a

man.
I'm not concerned with those cabbageheads, not truly
feminine

“There’s a wonderful honesty about Carolyn Kizer’s
attitude toward life, and it’s very obvious in reading her
works,” English Professor Judith Minty said.
“She’s never been afraid to take a stand on issues, even

of State in Pakistan, and founded Poetry Northwest maga-

with self-doubt, she had been dealt many a buffet by life,
was old. When I try to make sense of it, the cliche of a frail
bird, battered by storms at sea, who finds safe haven, seems

zine in Spokane, serving as its editor for six years.
Kizer was also the first director of the literature program
for the National Endowment for the Arts and poet-inresidence and visiting professor of poetry at nine American

appropriate.
Her father was also forced to work at an early age, first

universities.
In addition to the Pulitzer Prize,

on the family farm in Ohio. After his father’s death,he was
forced to quit school and sell newspapers in Spokane to
support his mother and two siblings.
“Only the most rigorous self-discipline saw him through
this terrible period,” Kizer said in an essay from “The
Neamess of You,” a book of her poems about men.

American Academy and Institute of Arts and Letters
Award in 1985, the highest award an American poet can
receive from her peers.

and many a low blow. She was tired. And, to herself, she

painter saw a child: as an adult in miniature,” she said.
Partly as a result of his attitude towards me, I learned to

“I’ve only met her once. She has always been supportive

write and read as early as humanly possible. Then, my

of young writers, particularly women. She believes in
poetry,” Minty said. ‘““Pro Femina,’ one of the poems that

going to school, and learning things, and getting good

ary.”

The poem was reprinted in “Mermaids in the Basement,”
a book of Kizer’s poems about women.

For six years, her father couldn’t get used to the fact that

he had fathered a child. Even after two more children were
bom, “he seemed to view me much as an early Renaissance

marks, began to give us something in common. He was very
conscientious about doing things with me during these
years (whether prodded by my mother or not, I do not
know). taking me for walks and talks (I was expected to
discuss intelligently recent Supreme Court decisions at

Kizer received the

She is currently on the board of the Associated Writing
Programs and is committed to encouraging other poets
across the country.
Her parents, she said, had high expectations and had

given her the opportunity to develop her potential.
“But the most important thing they did was read aloud to
me,” she said. “Reading aloud to children, providing them

with artistic tools, sitting down on the floor and playing
with them steer children into the creative arts.”
Kizer

has three adult children

and

lives in Sonoma

County with her husband, John Marshall Woodbridge.
Kizer will conduct an informal discussion at 2 p.m, in
Goodwin Forum and will give an evening reading of her
work in the forum at 8:15.
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I can only

those where she may be on the fire. She’s a woman of great
passion. There’s nothing phony about her.”
Kizer won the Pulitzer Prize in poetry for her book,
“Yin.” The Chinese word translates into “the female
forces.”

helped forward the feminist movement, was revolution-

until | was around 30 and he was around 80. Disciplining
me was pathetically easy; all he needed to do was speak my
name, in what I later discovered was his courtroom voice,
and I was quelled.’
After graduating from Sarah Lawrence College in
Bronxville, N.Y., Kizer became a fellow of the Chinese
government in comparative literature at Columbia University and then lived in Nationalist China for a year.
She was a specialist in literature for the U.S. Department

ally sensitive and, beneath the charm and bravado, riddled

But neutered by labor: | mean real women like you and me.
— Carolyn Kizer
From her poem ‘Pro Femina.”
Two years ago poet Carolyn Kizer won a Pulitzer prize.
Tuesday she will try to win over an audience at HSU.

My fear of him diminished, but didn’ t altogether evaporate

SUBSCRIBE * SUBSCRIBE ¢ SUBSCRIBE ¢ SUBSCRIBE
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Dueling grapplers
Green and Gold winners to go to Alaska
By Shannon Dixon
Staff writer

It was a battle between teammates as the
HSU wrestling team held its annual Green

and Gold match in the East Gym last
Wednesday night.
The event matched team members
against one another in a fight for starting
positions and to see who would travel to
Anchorage, Alaska when the ‘Jacks meet
Alaska-Pacific University Friday and Saturday in their 1987-88 scason opener.

they’ve been wrestling each other for two
months,

and

they

know

each

other’s

strengths and weaknesses,” he said. “They
had good scouting reports on each other. If
you date someone for two months, you get
to know them pretty well.
“T thought the matches were boring in
many respects tome as acoach. I expected
more and didn’t get it.”
However, Cheek was impressed by
Mcintyre, Monahan and freshman Puzz.
“McIntyre — as superior of a kid as he

Victories by Ric Fehr, Tim Monahan,

is at 190 (pounds) — I kinda like that. He

Bubba Puzz, John McIntyre and Anthony
Califano led the Gold team to a 25-16
victory over the Green squad.
Head coach Frank Cheek said his wrestlers held back a little and that he had
expected more.
“I felt our kids held back because

showed a lot of aggression,” Cheek said.
“I liked Bubba Puzz’s match. He won 81 and he did a real good job. And
Monahan, he got a fall (pinned his opponent). But other than that, you can take the
matches and throw them out the window.”

Please see GOLD page 18

Senior 150-pounder Tim Monahan (left) scored the sole pin of the night

last Wednesday in defeating freshman Steve Earley. Monahan helped
the Gold team claim the Green and Gold intrasquad scrimmage 25-16.

Sports
Grefberg
By Peter Knaup
Guest writer

Humboldt State soccer player Erik
Grefberg came all the way from Norway to
get his kicks.
Grefherg, a 23-year-old sophomore, is in
his first year at HSU after living in the
Norwegian capital of Oslo all of his life.
This is the first time he has been away from
his hometown for more than three weeks.
“T came here for the challenge,” he said.
“It was difficult to leave my friends and
family, but I like the challenge. I think I'll
be a better person for it.”

The Lumberjack
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Norwegian fisheries major sees short tempers, less
skill in American soccer — but players are more fit
The fisherics major learned about HSU
through a student exchange organization in
Oslo.

“I wanted to go to the best fisheries
school, and they said HSU was the best.”
After Grefberg graduated from “gymnasium” — the Norwegian equivalent to
American high school, he had a chance to
do all the things he could not do before.
“I partied the first three months after
gymnasium,” he said. “I wanted to do the
things I didn’t have time for during school,
like partying and girls.”
He worked and attended school on a part-

played since then. I lost interest and my
fitness. I’m just getting started again,” he

time basis for four years before coming to

HSU. Although he has never been outside
of Oslo for more than three weeks, he has
made trips afar because his father works for
SwissAir. He has visited more than a dozen
countries, including Argentina, Bulgaria,
Switzerland, Senegal, Israel, England and
Spain’s Canary Islands.
Grefberg, a substitute midfielder, did not
join the soccer team until the second week
of the semester and admits he is out of
shape.
“T started playing when I was 9. I played
until I left gymnasium, and I have not

Who’s

said.

Despite the amount of time Grefberg
must spend on the game — the team practices three hours a day, four days a week
and plays matches on weekends— he is
going to pursue the game in conjunction
with his studies — at least through this
season.
“It’s good for a student to have a sport,”
he said. “If he doesn’t, all he does is sit on
Please see GREFBERG next page

got it?

3

e

Despite double coverage by Sonoma State

defenders, HSU senior tight end Marc Williams
(right) snatched this pass in mid-air for a 45yard completion
to set up the ‘Jacks sixth
score Saturday night.

Humboldt (2-1 in the Northern California Athletic Conference,
3-6 overall) found out that
scoring three touchdowns in the first quarter
instead
of the last is a sure way to win.
The opening rally provided the necessary
mo- ©
rale to carry
the ‘Jacks over the goal line four
more times as they belittied the Cossacks 49-7.

Sophomore quarterback $ Rodney Dorsett
(17-28 for 265 yards) and William Williams (9-10
for 131 yards)
each passed the 1,000-yard sea-

mark.

passi

The

‘Jack offense

amassed 495 yards against Sonoma’s confer-

ence-leading defense.
Senior running back
pga
erage
Junior wide
grabbed 4- and 9-yard
senior defensive back

,
-

|

Paul Wienecke (8 carries
erate! a
Gye
receiver Robert Mead
touchdown passes and
Corny Ross pulled in two

Interceptions.

The ae

ess

7 p.m. The game will broadcaston

ay Ween KATA (1040-AB) at 6245
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Northern California Athletic Conference Standings
FOOTBALL

Marino Club

Conference

weft

Team
Humboldt
Sonoma
Chico
Hayward
San Francisco

50

wet
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PA

6

2

0

169

140

89
61
4

41
87
48
67

3
5
2
1

6
4
6
7

0
0
0
+O

200
184
187
109
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166
207
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1

7

#O

67

204

#«O

103

2
2
1
1

1
2
2
2

0
0
0
0

0

$.6C«O

games

Saturday’s

games

Last week’s

Humboldt
UC Davis
Chico 26,
Hayward,

PA

0

4

UC Davis

Overall

PF

SF State at Humboldt, 7 p.m.
UC Davis at Sacramento, 1 p.m.
Chico at Hayward, 1 p.m.
UC Santa Barbara at Sonoma, 1 p.m.

49, Sonoma 7
28, Northridge 0
SF State 7
idle

VOLLEYBALL
fai

Conference

Tce
UC Davis
Humboldt
Chico

.7

3

5
4

5
4

7
6

5
4

Stanislaus
Sonoma

SF State def. Stanislaus
Sonoma def UC Davis

Friday

UC Davis def. Humboldt

13
9

18
15

14
14

16
18

21

This week’s conference games

Last week’s conference games

Tuesday

13

5

9

1

Hayward

4

12

Tuesday
Wednesday
Friday

Stanislaus def. Hayward

SF State at Hayward, 7:30 p.m.
Chico at Sonoma, 7:30 p.m.

Sonoma at Humboldt, 7:30 p.m.

Hayward at Chico, 7:30 p.m.

UC Davis at SF State, 7:30 p.m.

Saturday

Chico at Humboldt, 7:30 p.m.

SOCCER"
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Chico
Hayward
UC Davis
Stanistaus
SF State
Humboldt
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Sonoma
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VeETERAN’s Day Parry!

Saturday
Sunday

B52's $2.00

Stinger’s $1.50

31
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8
9
5
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.
ae
10
9
je.
10
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$8

GS

GA

2
1
8
2

37
38
33
27
60
29

O

16

51

3

24
15
31
22
29
26

Bud ¢ Coors ¢ Henry's

his butt and study, and that’s not good for
his butt.”
Grefberg said American soccer is completely different from European football.
“The mentality is different here than in
Europe. It’s more fun there,” he said. “Here
it is like a war. The minute you walk onto
the field you have to be an asshole. You
have to hate the team you are playing, and
you can’t even talk positively with an

Moosehead ¢ Sierra Nevada

25¢ OFF a glass
50¢ OFF a pitcher

ts Thursday, November Sth

opponent.

8 p.m. - Midnight

Schnapps!!
}
Shots $1 * Fuzzy Navels $1.25
|
| Fuzzy Fruits $1.25 * Rootbeer Floats $2 |

|

Bass Ale $1.50
See You Wednesday and Thursday!
Arcata

ames

Hayward 3, SF State 0
Chico 2, Stanislaus 0
UC Davis 5, Sonoma 1
Sonoma 2, Humboldt 1
UC Davis 3, Chico 0
Hayward 2, Stanislaus 1
Sonoma 2, Humboldt 1

RGs page
BE
EF
GR
previou
-Continued from

Pearl Harbor’s $1.75

No one under 21

10

13
9
12
24
28
18

Last week’s conference
Wednesday

865 9th Street

22
22
27
24
13
15

Ww

GA

* Final standings do not incude Chico's nine forfeits due to ineligible player; there is no 1987 conference champion

8 p.m. - Midnight

A

GS

“In Norway it’s different. When we play
we want to have fun. That’s when we are
playing our best. You can talk with your
opponent because you are in the same
game, and you are there to have fun.
“Here you have to hate the referees,” he
continued. “That’s stupid. It would make
more sense to be positive and say friendly

“Soccer will catch on here (in the United

States). There is more foreign influence
here than in any country in the world. That
will help.”
In addition to the differences in the game
between the two countries, Grefberg has
noticed differences in the people.
“The people are not how I thought they
would be,” he said. “Everyone told me
Americans were friendly, but they’re really
not. They appear friendly on the outside,
but they really don’t care about you. In
Scandinavia they don’t care about you, and
they don’t pretend to.
“People area lot nicer here, though. They
are also more family-oriented and religious.”
'
As for good times, Grefberg said he has
not had too many so far.

“IT am used to wild and crazy partying.
I’ve been so busy with studies and soccer

things to them, so they will be on your

that I have not had much time to (attend

side.”
Despite his critical views on American
soccer, he has seen a lot of talent at HSU
and within the Northern California Athletic
Conference.
“They
are fast and scrappy here,” he said.
“They run all 90 minutes of the game. They
are not as skilled (as the Europeans) in
some areas, but they are more fit.

parties).”
Although he is not certain he will continue playing soccer, Grefberg plans to get
his bachelor’s degree at HSU and pursue a
master’s degree in Norway.
“Tam definitely going back to Norway,”
he said. “It may not be immediately after I
_— but I am going back. It is still my
ome.”
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Sidelines I

Second-place Aggies outspike ‘Jacks
With two matches left in the season, the
HSU women’s volleyball team (5-5, 1315 overall) will be vying for a third-place
finish in the Northern California Athletic
Conference this weekend at home.
The ’Jacks fell to UC Davis (second in
the NCAC at 7-3) 15-8, 15-12, 15-11 Fri-

day in the East Gym. Sophomore Tina

Raddish led the spikers with 10 kills.
Senior Margaret Andrews and junior
Shauna Dade provided some big plays in
the second game, as Humboldt nearly
came back to win.
Humboldt hosts Stanislaus State Friday
at 7:30 p.m. and Chico State Saturday at
7:30 p.m. in the East Gym.

Budweiser.
KING

Jekabsens gets trip to harrier nationals

OF BEEAS.

Senior HSU harrier Mikka Jekabsens

Sally Hunt crossed 35th and 51st, respectively.

Cross Country Championships with his
10th-place finish at the NCAA Division II
Western Regionals Saturday.
Jekabsens ran the 10,000-meter course

Los Angeles State University won the
men’s competition and Cal Poly-San Luis

We would like to honor

Obispo took the honors for the women’s

the winners

earned a birth in the NCAA

National

in 32:43 to qualify for the championships

at Southern Indiana State University in
Evansville Nov. 21.

Women qualifiers Wendy Becker and

race..

of this past weekend’s
tournament:

Other HSU runners included Mike Williams (35th), Jake Furber (41st), Dennis
Pfeifer (44th), Scott Pesch (45th), Bill
Frampton (53rd) and Jeff Eldred (68th).

Miko Breen took First Place

‘Jacks better .500 mark despite losses
Senior Todd Keogh and junior Serge
Chable scored one goal each last weekend, as the HSU Soccerjacks dropped
their last two games to conference foe
Sonoma State (2-10, 4-15 overall).

The ‘Jacks finished with a 6-5-1 mark
in the Northern California Athletic Con-

ference, falling to the Cossacks 2-1 in
each of Saturday’s and Sunday’s games.
Keogh converted a penalty kick Saturday,
while Chable’s goal Sunday was assisted
by senior Mike Bakalar and junior Matt
Godino.
Two previous losses Oct. 3-4 to Chico

State were changed to forfeit wins for
Humboldt due to the Wildcats’ use of an

ineligible player. The Chico player had
already played one college season in Canada, as well as three in the United States,
thus making this his fifth season.
The Wildcats had to forfeit all nine
wins in which the player had participated,
including those against HSU. The ‘Jacks
finished at 12-8-2 overall.

7

Six senior ‘Jacks — Keogh, Bakalar,

»

Randy Kidd, Craig Out, Phil Swain and
Billy Morris — played their last games

Ad

for Humboldt last weekend.

GOLD
*Continued from page 15
Monahan,

a senior

from

Las

Vegas,

“Yeah, we held back a lot,” he said.
“We're a lot tougher with someone that we
have to go after and beat.”
Mcintyre, a Diablo Valley College trans-

fer, also saw some conservative wrestling
on the part of his teammates.
“It’s hard to wrestle your own teammates,” he said. “They know everything
you do so you really have to catch them.”

Puzz, who graduated from Arcata High
last year, said he wasn’t holding back at all.
“This is for a starting position and going
to Alaska,” he said. “I wasn’t holding
back.”
Cheek is hoping a decp roster of 29
wrestlers will enable him to recapture the
Northern California Athictic Conference
that has eluded him the past two seasons.
Humboldt State has won the league title
seven of the last 10 years.

Last season’s 8-8-1 team had only 15
wrestlers, due in large part to injuries. Gone
is All-American Robert Watkins but national qualificr Bill Defenbaugh (134) retums.

The ‘Jacks had also been counting on
senior Don Wolf to return. Wolf, a twotime NCAC champion and national quali-

‘The enemy is us. We need
some new enemies.’

— Frank Cheek

HSU wrestling coach

fier at

190

pounds,

was

scheduled

Second went to

Jon Wagoner

Third went to
Fourth went to

Jerry Pelley
Doug Donnel

Tomorrow (Nov. 12) is the last day to sign
up to participate in this semester’s T.N.T. Toughest

S

agreed that some of the players held back.

—

to

wrestle in the 177-pound division but suffered a knee injury and will undergo sur-

gery this week.

Northcoast Triathlon. The cost is $10 for Ironman/
Ironwoman and Over 35. The cost is only $20 for
tag teams. you can purchase a comemorative Sub-4

T-shirt for $8.50.

If you have yet to sign your
team roster, you no longer have
much time to do so. Playoffs for the
fall start Monday November 30.
Only those players signed can
participate. Playoff brackets will be
posted November 23.
This week’s Budweiser Intramural
Sportsperson award goes to Sam Davis.
Sam brings a competitive attitude to the
activities and displays good sportsmanship.

Justin Sanders (167) will move up to the

177-pound division to fill in for Wolf.
Despite the injuries, the lack of real
competition and some poor calls on the part
of the referees, Check said he knows his
team is ready for its opening meet with
Alaska-Pacific.
“No one gassed last night,” he said.
“We're
in good shape. The officials were in
worse shape than we were, and we even had
two officials.”
“We've worked out since the first day of
school — two and a half hours a day — so
we're ready. The enemy is us. We need
some new enemies.”
The ‘Jacks travel to Portland State University Sunday before returning for their
home opener Nov. 19 against Division I foe
San Jose State.

(Nominations for sportsperson of the week can be
turned in to Randy in the Intramural Office.)

THIS AD
Sponsored by
NORTHCOAST
MERCANTILE
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SLC

EDUCATION
*Continued from page 5
What good is it going to do if you just learn about yourself?”
Arroyo said if students can get exposure to lots of
different people and their ideas, they can learn to get along
better.
“Just because we do things differently doesn’t mean we
can’t get along,” he said.
The proposal has drawn positive response from Vice
President for Academic Affairs Michael Wartell, who said
understanding other cultures and points of view is a good
idea.
Elpusan said,“ think ethnic studies is as important as a
science or an English class that is mandatory. If we can
learn about other cultures, we may be able to end racism.
When we become aware of others, we are more receptive

of their differences.”

*Continued from page 5

He said European

students know

more about other

cultures and languages than do most American students
and added the proposed change will help broaden students’
horizons.
Whether the class will be mandatory or not is still
undecided, but Elpusan said it will enhance the curriculum
even if it’s not mandatory.

Villa said a class “‘should be mandatory for students
majoring in sociology or general studies.”
Letters were sent to some professors as part of the
planning stage of the change in curriculum, and the University Curriculum Committee has been notified also.
Bill Bigg, UCC Chairman, said the issue was brought up
last year, but students did not follow up on it then. They are
now renewing their interest in the project, however, and
hope to have changes this year.

“This is an issue that will affect so many students
who are working full-time to put themselves through
school and who will be discriminated on the basis of
age alone,” said Allison Weber, Califomia State

Student Association representative for HSU.
The meeting began with SLC External Affairs
Commissioner Leo De Fazio’s resignation. De Fazio
cited personal reasons for leaving. Applications for
the vacant position are available to students in the
SLC office, NHE 113. The deadline to file for the
position is Nov. 30.
In addition, it was announced there are still two
openings for freshman dorm representatives. Applications may also be picked up in the SLC office, and
the filing deadline is Nov. 16.

'
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Northern California's most
photographed inn— just 45 minutes
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south of Arcata in the Victorian
Village of Ferndale.
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8 large rooms, private bath,
bicycles, 4 parlors, afterncon
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thru Monday
9:30 AM
JULY THRU
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tea, bedside chocolates, morning
tray of coffee before breakfast,
bubble bath & more!
Treat yourself (or a friend)
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price winter midweek rates
& our Gift Certificates!

. 4555 Mitchell Rd., Eureka - 443-0210

Also see us at Farmer's Market. Member Northcoast Growers Association
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Fall is rapidly turning to winter and now is the time to take
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ming at Hayward/Far West
Volleyball vs. Chico, 7:30 p.m.

p.m. and Risky Business, 8:50 p.m.

EVENTS
CenterArts;

Alaska-Pacific, 7:30 p.m.

HSU P.M. Jazz Band, 8 p.m., Van Duzer Theatre, free. “The Hunger Feast,” 8 p.m., Studio
Theatre, $3.50 gen/$2.50 stu/sen. free.

Eagle House Theatre: Nell Simon's “Prisoner
of 2nd Avenue,” 7:30 p.m. For more information

call 442-2334.

-Workshops:

Center

Activities

this Thanksgiving.
Check Thursday's listing.

Mathematics colloquium: Phyllis Chinn and Roy
Ryden, “Manipulatives in Elementary Algebra,” L 56, 3:40 p.m.

Lecture:

Redwood Region Audubon Society: The topic
will be focused on human population growth and
its impact on the environment with a showing of
the videotape “What Is the Limit?” Meet at the
Humboldt County Schools Building, Eureka,
7:30 p.m., free. For more information call 4442270.

Misc

The Art Printmakers Association: Annual
Print Sale, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., upstairs in the art

MUSIC
Old Town Bar & Grill: DJ

9p.m. Jambalaya: Humboldt
Blues “
Society Jam, 9 p.m. Eureka Inn: Matthew
Cook, 6 p.m.

FILM

Arcata: No Way Out, 7:45 p.m. and The Big
Easy, 9:50p.m. Minor: The Man Who Would Be
King, 7 p.m. and Fat City, 9:20 p.m. HSU
Goodwin Forum: “Hearts and Minds,” award
winning documentary about Vietnam War, 8
p.m.

EVENTS
CenterArts.

Tickets on sale for “Good Ol’ Persons,” 8 p.m.,
Sat. 14th, Kate Buchanan Room, $8 gen/$6 stu/
sen. free.

building. Southeast Asian Outreach Program:

"og
Dancig, -

=i

Center Activities:

Registration Deadline for the X-Country Skiing

for Beginners.

A Southeast Asian Cultural evening, 7-9 p.m.,

EVENTS

CenterArts:

“The Hunger Feast,” 8 p.m., Studio Theatre,
$3.50 general, student dollar night, seniors free.
Don't forget to register for Mt. Shasta Ski Weekend Nov. 20-22; Mt. Shasta Snow Camping

Nov.

25-28;

Mt.

Bachelor

Thanksgiving

Downhill and X-Country Ski Trips Nov. 25-29.
For more information call 826-3357.
Foyer Gallery: Mixed media drawings by Jay
Brown, through Nov.24
Desktop publishing: TEX Series, “Intermediate
tables, macros,” F211, 12:30 p.m. Career Development:

“Summer

Jobs

In

Natural

Resources,” NHE 106, 5:30 p.m.

Access Gallery: Works from Michael Bravo's
figure drawing class, Karshner lounge through
Nov. 20; watercolors by Karen Sanderson
displayed in SLC Chambers, NHE, through
Nov.27. Reese Bullern Gallery:19th and 20th
century prints form the Collection of the
University Art Museum inBerkely, through
December 5.

Lectures:

Deep Ecology: William Devall will speakon
“Integrety of Nature within Resources
Development,” 8 p.m., Wildlife Bid. 206.
HSU Sailing Club: Come Sail on the Bay, UC
Center Club Room, free, 7:30 p.m. For more
information call 822-0666.

Workshops,

Job search techniques, NHE 120, noon. Reading Skills: Little Apartments, Hse 71, 3 p.m. For
more information call 826-4266.

Misc.

Stuff the Bus Extravaganza. Help stuff a donated schoolbus with supplies headed for our
sister city in Camoapa, Nicaragua, through Nov.
23. Donations needed. For more information call
822-2834. Art Printmakers Association:

Lectures:

Journalism: Mary Bullwinkel, News Director at
KFLI-AM, Eureka, will speak on job opportunities in the broadcasting field, 10 a.m., TA 17.
Humboldt Access Project: Annual membership meeting will include electing Board members and give all members an opportunity to
express their views, 6 p.m. For more information
call 445-8404. American Fisheries Society:
Speaker Jim Steele, California Fish and
Game;

Topic:

Forest

Practices

and

Water

Quality, 7:30 p.m., HSU Science SB 135.
Humboldt indian Alliance, NH 120, 6 p.m.

Misc,

The Art Printmakers Association: Annual
Print Sale, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., upstairs in the art
building. Students Organized Against
Polystyrene: Associated Students sunrise to
sunrise boycott of polystyrene. Use your own

Cup Or a paper one for all beverages and paper
plates for pizza where ever the polystyrene
appears on campus.

yagUtle

eee

Thursday

awa:
ie

MUSIC
Old Town Bar & Grill: David Lindley, tickets

$8.50, doors open at 7 p.m. Jambalaya: Golden
Bough, 9 p.m.First Street Gallery: Dick Koe-

ning and Friends, 8 p.m. For more information
call 444-2550. The Ritz: The Boggles, 9 p.m.
Eureka Inn: Matthew Cook, 7 p.m. and College
of the Redwoods Big Band, Colonnade Room,
8-11 p.m., $4 singles/$7 couples. Casa de Que
Pasa: Shay's Rebellion,

FILM
Arcata: No Way Out, 7:45 p.m. and The Big

Easy, 9:50 p.m. Minor: The Man Who Would
Be King, 7 p.m. and Fat City, 9:20 p.m.

p.m.

14"

MUSIC
Old Town Bar & Grill: Little Women, $5 cover,
doors open at 9 p.m.Jambalaya: Commotion, 9
p.m. Eureka Inn: Matthew Cook, 7 p.m. North

Coast Inn: Cimarron, 9 p.m. The Ritz: The
Boggies, 9 p.m. Casa de Que Pasa: Tambo, 9
p.m.

FILM
Arcata: No Way Out, 7:45 p.m. and The Big

Easy, 9:50 p.m. Minor: Can’t Buy Me Love,7
p.m. and Risky Business, 8:50 p.m.

EVENTS

CenterArts.

“The Hunger Feast,” 8 p.m., Studio Theatre,
$3.50gen/student dollar night/sen. free. Good
OV Persons, 8 p.m., Kate Buchanan Room, $8
gen/$6 stu/sen. Opera: Various selections by

and

the Hound

FILM
Arcata: No Way Out, 7:45 p.m. and The Big
City, 9:50 p.m. Minor: Padre Nuestro, 7 p.m.
and Man Facing Southeast, 8:40 p.m.

EVENTS

CenterArts;

Vocal Jazz Mad River Transit, 8 p.m., Fulkerson Recital Hall, free. “The Hunger Feast,” 8
p.m., Studio Theatre, $3.50 gen., stu. dollar
night, seniors free.

Misc.

Born in a Trunk: Vaudeville with melodrama, 8
p.m., Trinidad Town Hall, $2 adults/ 50 cents
children.

SPORTS

Wrestling at Portland State, 7 p.m.

Monday,

16"

MUSIC
Jambalaya: Blue Monday, 9 p.m. Eureka Inn:
Jerry Moore and Barron Wolfe, 6 p.m.
Arcata: No Way Out, 7:45 p.m. and The Big
Easy, 9:50 Minor: Padre Nuestro, 7 p.m. and
Man Facing Southeast, 8:40 p.m.

EVENTS

CenterArts:
Tickets on sale for the Dec. 2 performance of
Sankal Juku.

Community Lecture Series: “Changing and
Choosing Careers” with career consultant
Marie Kelleher-Roy, 8 p.m., Fireplace Books,
Eureka. For more information call 445-0875.
Natural Resources Peace Corps Jobs, 1 p.m.,
NHE

119.

Misc,

“National Geography Awareness Week,”
Nov. 16-21. Stop by the HSU Geographic
Society's information table on the Quad, Tues.
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Old Creamery Dancenter:
Kiken Chin’s new work,'Between,’ 8 p.m.. For
more information
443-2988.

Theatre;

Eagle HouseTheatre: Nell Simon’s “Prisoner
of 2nd Avenue,” 7:30 p.m. For more infomation
call 442-2334.

Meetings:

Humboldt Chapter of The Wildlife Society;
Bears and Trees: Toward Cooperative Management strategies, 9:30 a.m., Arcata City Hall.
For more information call 839-2057.

Football vs. San Francisco State, 7 p.m. Swim-

SPORTS

Discover the fun that awaits you withiz the Calendar. If
you would like to have something published in the Calendar please drop it by The Lumberjack Offices, Nelson
Hall East 6, down the stairs. Deadline for items is 4 p.m.
Friday. Include dates, times, locations, cost, name and

phone number.

Brown

X-Country Skiing for Beginners, 8:30 a.m.,
behind the University Center, $29 HSU stu/$34
all others.

FILM

North Coast Inn: Latin Keys with instramentals

and salsa, 9 p.m.

MUSIC
Jambalaya: Buddy
Dogs, 9 p.m.

HSU voice students, 8 p.m., Gist Hall .

Arcata: No Way Out, 7:45 p.m. and The Big
Easy, 9:50 p.m. Minor: Can't Buy Me Love, 7

Old Town Bar & Grill: 911 featuring Bishop
Mayfield, tickets $3.50. Jambalaya: Commotion, 9 p.m. Eureka Inn: Matthew Cook, 7 p.m.

15

Center Activities;

inter-varsty Christian Fellowship: Car Wash,
at 4 he and Tire, Alliance Rd, 10 a.m. to 4p.m.
The Arcata/Camoapa Sister City ProjectBenefit:
Stuff the Bus Boogle with Las Malandras, Latin
Keys and Macchu, 7 p.m. to midnight, $4-$6
cover, Arcata Community Center. Born in a
Trunk: Vaudeville with melodrama, 8 p.m.,
Trinidad Town Hall, $2 adults/50 cents children.

MUSIC

yunday,

FILM

SPORTS
Volleyball vs. Sonoma State, 7:30
Wrestiing at Alaska-Pacific, 7:30 p.m.

Misc.

Annual Print Sale, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., upstairs in

the art building. Video Show: Silent Spring:
Rachel Carson, 1963 classic, at the Earth
Church, Arcata, free.

Kate Buchanan Room, features film, traditional
Hmoug and Lao dancing, music, food and
neediecrafts. Deadline today to register for
December Entry Level Math Exam and English Placement Test. Humboldt Folklife Society: Contra dance, 8:30 p.m., Arcata Veteran's
Hall. For more information call 822-7150.

Saturday,

s, All Day.
Wrestling at

MUSIC
Jambalaya: Dirty Money, 9 p.m. Eureka Inn:
Matthew Cook, 6 p.m. The Ritz: Thad
Beckman, 9 p.m.

FILM
Arcata: No Way Out, 7:45 p.m. and The Big
Easy, 9:50 p.m.Minor: Padre Nuestro, 7 p.m.
and Man Facing Southeast, 8:40 p.m.

EVENTS

Discussion: Pulitzer Prize Winning Poet
Carolyn Kizer, 2-3 p.m., Goodwin Forum, free
and there will be a reading, 8:15 p.m., Goodwin
Forum, free.
How to apply for overseas jobs, noon, NHE
119.

Lecture;
Geographic Society: Geography professor
John Harper will present the videotape “Volcanoscapes: Pele’s march to the Pacific,” 7
p.m., Founders Hall 152, free. For more informa-

tion call 826-1051. Psychologist Dean Lee
Bowker: Battered Wives, 5 p.m., Griffith Hall
225, free.
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Name change idea
is inappropriate

they would react to my high school’s name:
we were the (gulp) mighty Red Devils!
Obviously we were extreme Satan worshippers who practiced our rituals.on the

Dear Editor,

50-yard line at halftime!

This is in response to a letter written in
the Nov. 4 Lumberjack
by a member of
Citizens for Social Responsibility.
I believe in many things in life — equality for all people regardless of sex, religion,
race or sexual preference. I also believe in
peace, nuclear disarmament
and saving our
precious natural resources.
However, I totally disagree with CSR’s
view that we should change the school
name because it proclaims our naiveté and
ignorance. I found that comment a little
hard to swallow. First of all, how dare
anyone assume that we, the student body,
are naive and ignorant.
I don’t particularly love the name
“Lumberjacks,” but I also don’t lose any
sleep over it either. Let me point out one
fact that perhaps CSR failed to notice; it’s
only
a name! I’m sure that this organization
must have more important issues that are
facing this community
than the fact that our

Rick Meyer

Reader says letter
needs clarification
Dear Editor,
Its interesting how my suggestion to
change the school nickname, “Lumberjacks” in the Nov. 4 issue was preceded by
its rebuttal, but regardless, a few points
should be clarified.
I am a member of Student Citizens for
Social Responsibility,
not spokesman for a
collective voice. We have no doctrine but
simply share a general concern for our
environment
(the Earth) and its inhabitants.

My function in SCSR is to generate on-

campus discussion of social and political
issues with an emphasison newspaper articles. If more activists would begin writing
letters to the editors, I'd write fewer.
People who characterize “‘peace groups”
as “extremist, left-wing organizations”
may be simply projecting their predetermined prejudice onto inappropriate victims. Labels can really be manipulated. I
could justifiably call myself a “conserva-

school name happens to be associated with

a hob that some don’t approve of. Would
we rather call ourselves the “Jumping
Joints?” Or perhaps we could be known as
the “Peace Patrol.”

Let’s stick
to and worry
like “What
about next?”
Lumberjack

with the name that we are used
about more important matters
is CSR going to get ruffled
If CSR is that offended by the
title, I shudder to think how

Please see LETTERS next page

Hey dudes, I’ve fully experienced God
countered.

CHRIS
WALKER

STRATOSPHERES
A bit of emotional turbulence hit me
recently, and I needed some really
special guidance — you know, the kind
of help a case of Budweiser can’t
provide.
So I went to the local God in the Box:

I needed some fast-food religion.
I went to make my order — an
Apostleburger on wheat, hold the
heresy — when I heard a “psst!” from
around the end of the counter.
Upon investigation, I discovered a
door that led to a huge, mist-filled
office. Behind a giant oak desk, on a
sheepskin-upholstered seat, sat a
greasy-haired surfer type in a Hawaiian
shirt and Vuarnets.
“C’mon in, dude!” he exclaimed.
“Take some weight off yer pods.”
“Uh, yeah,” came my startled reply.
“Who are you?”
“Like, I’m God, man,” he (He?)

I thought, Hmmm, yeah right. God
looks and talks like Jeff Spicoli. 1
thought I’d better humor him.
“OK, if you’re God, perform a miracle.”
““What’s up, man? Are you one of
those bogus agnostic trippers?”
“No. I was just expecting God to be a
little, uh, different.”
“Like what, dude? Like, maybe a
burning bush? That’s totally amateur!
Or maybe you thought I was like
George Burns? The dude smokes
stogies, man. That's a full-on sin! You
want a miracle? Let this treat your
skull.”
Looking out the window, I saw a 400foot pipeline with thousands of surfers
raging down the street in front of the
building.
Ashen, I turned and meekly whispered, “God?”
He nodded. “Banzai, dude. Banzai.”
I knew this was a once-in-a-lifetime
chance to have answered all the
questions I ever had about religion.
“Dude, um, I mean God, why do you
let all this world suffering continue?”
“Look, man, when I grant one of
these little inquisition-trips, that’s the
first thing you Wallies ask. Here it is,
plain and simple: You dudes have, like,
a thing called ‘faulty human nature.’
Eve gets the bum deal on that one, but

Adam was about to stumble on the
Bogus Banana. Hey, I admit it; I bogued
when I made you.
“Anyway, you cats are down here on
your own bogus mission — totally
goonin’ — and I ain’t got the time to
deal with it. I mean, I’ve fully got other
investments to scan.”

“But what about all the pain and
agony?”
“Hey, life is like a wave, dude.
Sometimes it’s totally radical, and you
rip a pipeline. And sometimes you
munch it bigtime in a kelp garden —
bummer days.”
“You mean to say we’re on our
own?”
“You got it, dude.”
“But what about all your followers?
You can’t just abandon them.”
“Hey, that’s a bum rap, man. I still
protect my kids. Remember that ‘A’ on
that Press History midterm? That was
me.”
“Well, I do seem to recall a lot of

praying.”

“That’s right-on. See, I’m still
watchin’ over my people, but I’m lettin’
them surf at their own speed. After that
bogus Red Sea trip, they didn’t seem to
want my presence at the party.”
“Buta lot of people still depend upon
you.”
“Yeah, and that’s totally killer. But
you dudes have got to learn to, like,

stand up for yourselves. Ask somethin’
else, man.”
“OK, then how about all the recent
televangelism controversies?”
“Those guys are fools! Jerry Falwell
is fascist, dude — don’t listen to him.
And I never talked to Oral Roberts; he
fully swindled you guys. Heck, I was
gonna lay a court-trip on him for false
light, but Melvin Belli was booked.”
“And Jim Bakker?”
“‘He’s on the Brimstone Express,
man. I think his wife is some mascaroid
that got misplaced
from one of my other
planets.”
“Well, um, God, what about me? You
know that I don’t attend church very
often.”
““You mean ever, man. Hey, no wax
off my board. I'd rather have you rap
with me one-on-one than listen to some
counterfeit yuppie dude tell you what he
thinks I mean. Besides, you don’t need
to hear some ragin’ goonatic that early
in the morning.”
“Does that mean I’m going to
Heaven?”
“We'll see, dude. There’s still a lot of
stuff that needs to go down, so I fully
can’t make promises. But read your
—e
cope,
man — your prospects look
I

.

I smiled — a bit shellshocked,
but
very content.

“Thanks, God. You're totally gnarly.”
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tive” while branding logging advocates as
“radical” since I believe

in conserving

natural resources and consider tearing up a
forest a radical act of violence.
One argument I’ve heard for retaining
the Lumberjack mascot was an appeal to
tradition. I understand the sentiment but
unfortunately

“tradition”

on

the

North

Coast is blood-stained. Consider how you
would feel if the Russians came to this area
and killed your people, desecrated your

homes, churches and cemeteries while
exploiting resources of your land. That’s
how Indians must have felt when our “tra-

dition” was beginning years ago.
Associating SCSR with the communists
would have humored me more, but I was

disappointed that people can’t seem to
shake the McCarthy mentality. What is the
connection between social activism and

communism, anyway? People who draw

having a Lumberjack for a mascot is most
appropriate. The only problem with the
name “Lumberjacks” is the naiveté and
ignorance surrounding some people's misinterpretation of its meaning.
Jim Brown

Senior, forestry

Quandary: A name
is

aname is

aname

Dear editor,
In regards to the letter in the Nov. 4 issue

advocating the change of the school name,

I believe this would throw us into a real
quandary.
If we adhere to the guidelines inferred
from the letter, what name could we possibly choose? “Pioneers” are out — they
fought Indians. “Gophers” are out — they
destroy gardens. “Falcons” are out — they
eat little animals. “Bears” are out — they
eat fish. “Pirates” are out — they take lives

and sink ships. “Hoyas” are out — we all
lieve that patriotism means letting the
know what they do. The list of names with
government and big business do whatever
negative connotations is virtually endless.
it wants and that dissent equals treason.
My goodness, after thoroughly skimSuggestion: read the Declaration of Indeming ~“Dougall’s Unabridged Guide to
pendence, but apply it to today’s situation. | College Names” and eliminating them on
The philosophy that underlies the sugthat basis, there is only one possible altergested name change is basically that symnative.
bols should reflect values, and after some
To be sure, “Humboldt Flowers” has a
conscious re-evaluation it may turn out that definite ring to it. “Go Flowers!” “Flower
the Lumberjack image really does reflect Power!” The list of potential slogans makes
our values; I just think it’s unwise to accept
one absolutely giddy with anticipation.
symbols blindly. There are more positive
Quick! Who’s got the petition?
aspects to Humboldt County than the logLou Richards
Sophomore, undeclared
ging industry; maybe we could focus on
such erroneous associations seem to be-

those.

So, despite the derogatory tone of Chris
Walker’s

‘“Name-the-New-HSU-Mascot

Contest,” I think we should take him up on
it; he’s agreed to follow it through. I thank
him for his interest, although our motives
don’t appear to be quite the same.

Shawn Hamilton

Member, SCSR

‘Lumberjacks’ not
a negative mascot
Dear Editor,
I felt that Shawn Hamilton’s letter in the
Nov. 4 issue deserves a response.

The name “Lumberjacks” does not have
a connotation of greed and thoughtless
destruction. One of the responsibilities of
being socially responsible is to learn the
facts — on both sides — not to look at an
issue through a cloud of propaganda and
misinformation. The timber industry can’t
be categorically stereotyped as a group of
capitalists and environmental rapists.
The timber industry provides an essential
product to this country and the world while

operating in a manner that limits site impact
and provides timber for the future. The
members of the timber industry and forestry students at this school represent a

_ wide range of views on environmental
issues and timber practices. To refer to the
name “Lumberjacks” in terms of environmental rape and capitalist greed is an insult
to these men and women and all Humboldt
students.
Humboldt State is well known for its
College of Natural Resources and forestry
department. Humboldt is located in a
community whose major industry and
employment base is timber. The university

Tanner provides
name-change trivia
Dear Editor,
Thought you might be interested in a bit

of historical trivia with reference to a
Humboldt mascot.
During the 1920s and into the 1930s,
Humboldters were frequently referred to as

“Hilltoppers” and/or “Highlanders.” The
name Lumberjack seemed to take hold in
the late 1930s. The first campus paper was
labeled the Foghorn, which seemed appropriate.

However, I hope no one is serious about
changing from Lumberjack. Indeed, the
current “Jack Attack” slogan has even detracted from the customary reference to
sporting teams at HSU.
William R. Tanner
Professor, history

Correction, apology
for handicap story
Dear Editor,
This letter is in regard to the Nov.4, issue
of the Lumberjack. The article was “Student faces disability with a smile.” I would
like to add a few corrections
and apologies
to my friends.

I would like to start with the expression

“screwed up.” Rob Sharp is my friend; my
friends are not “screwed up” (at least it
shouldn't
be printed that way). Idonotatall
think he is “screwed up.”In fact,
this person
has my utmost respect and admiration.
I would also like to thank all my friends
in my suite and the campus in general for
not letting me feel “on my own.” After 5
p.m. I’m not alone; there are still a whole

bunch of friendly people out there.

The article also failed to mention the
drivers of the shuttle service and staff at the
Disabled Student Services. Their patience

and support are a great help to the disabled

students on campus.
In conclusion, I hope that people don’t
think
I smile only to gain assistance
— I like
to smile.
Tony Hernandez
(not Toni Arnandez)
Junior, journalism

KHSU dispute is
amusing, annoying
Dear Editor,

As a 1986 graduate of the HSU journalism department and a KHSU DJ for the last
two years, I am alternately amused and
annoyed by the current dispute over the

alleged decrease in student involvement at
KHSU.
Without doubt, KHSU is in the midst of
enormous changes that are the direct result

of the station going to 9,000 watts in the
past few years, and all are layed out in a
long-range KHSU development plan.
The controversial changes in student

news broadcasts are one small result of the
overall plan. Asa former student and someone who values the campus-community

balance KHSU has maintained for years,
I’m glad the student government is looking
into what’s going on at the station. I think
all devoted KHSU listeners better because

the times they are-a-changin’.
However, I think withholding KHSU’s
A.S. funding is a premature overreaction
based on lack of information.

Before the A.S. makes its decision regarding the funding of KHSU I recommend
it familiarize itself with the broadcast journalism curriculum at HSU.
Ask questions like: When was the last

time the curriculum was overhauled and
updated? What kind of training are students
getting before they go on the air? What kind
of practice before they go on the air? What

textbook do they use? Does their instructor
have a broadcast background? How are
they learningto write broadcast_joumal-

ism?

The best thing that can come out of this
conflict would be a concerted effort by the
student govemment, KHSU, the HSU journalism department and university administrators to upgrade the broadcast journalism
curriculum. Stop arguing over who gets to
talk on the radio and take a look at the
equipment broadcast journalists are using
at HSU.
Then HSU students would truly be
served and live broadcasts on KHSU
wouldn’t even be an issue.

Suzy Brady

Host, KHSU magazine show

Losak cartoon was

‘tacky, tacky, tacky’

Dear Editor,
I try not to appear too naive in this distinguished institution of higher education
with so many intelligent people all around,

but sometimes I just can’t suppress my
clean thoughts.
The cartoon on your Forum page (Nov.
4) referring to Doug Losak’s lawsuit is

socially unacceptable. It is insulting and
degrading in content to more than one
group or person. “I love stuck-up chicks,”
Beth’s phone number, sex with Tammy
Faye and your HSU athlete “in action” is
tacky, tacky, tacky.
Get smart, Lumberjack. Don’t demean
women, religion and Doug with your derogatory cartoons, and try to get this paper
out on time in the future.
Claudette R. Moore
Junior, social sciences

Editor's note: The Lumberjack has no
predetermined time of dayto appear on the
stands; we try to make it available to the
public as soon as possible on Wednesday
afternoons. There are, however, other fac-

tors that may influence when the paper
appears. To wit, The Lumberjack has certain deadlines it must meet, and we have no
control over the speed with which our
printer produces the paper. The Lumberjack does not advocate demeaning women
or religion, and the cartoon was in defense

of Losak's suit against the NCAA.
Letters to the editor should be submitted at The Lumberjack Office,
Nelson Hall East 6, in the basement. Letters should be typed, double-

spaced and no longer that 250 words. Letters must be signed with a name,

year and major and must include a telephone number and address.

Deadiine for letter is 5 p.m. Friday.
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Finds_

Classy
GAY MEN’S RAP meets Thursdays at
7:30 p.m. in House
55 (Women's
Center). A Potluck is planned for Fri-

day, Nov. 20. Call 822-4931 for information (keep trying).

11/11

Jennifer: Hear the AIR Center needs

443-

peer counselors. Meet me at 210
Siemens Hall by November 16. 11/11

1979 VW Dasher stationwagon, excellent condition. Diesel, 45 miles per gal.

RE-ENTRY
STUDENTS—ALONE
FOR THANKSGIVING? Join the
Phoenix Club to plan a potluck dinner
Nov. 16 at 5 p.m. at the A.I.R. Center,
Siemens Hall 210. Call 4241.

at Capital Business
9301. 12/9

Machines

Two-way sunroof. $2,500. Very dependable. Calli Nancy at 839-0620. 11/
11

1969 Kalser Mall Service Jeep. Four
cylinder, two-speed automatic. Runs.
Good tires. Needs brake work. A true
adventure in driving, and simple to
repair. Test your abilities. Call 8225453, ask for Mark.

Josh: Did you hear —the AIR Center
needs peer counselors. Goto room 210
November 16. 11/11

1973 VW Van Automatic, radials, rebuilt engine & trans. Good transportation and touring vehicle, Call826-9121.
11/11

source and Biology at the Little Apts.
House 71. Call x4266 for more information about date and time.

Physic, English (writing), Natural Re-

The SPJ donut stand Is alive and well
and living on the ground floor of the
Theater Arts Building.

Term Papers/Reports typed in APA/.
MLA or Form & Style fromats. CALL

Congratulations!
MICHAEL
BUJOSA (WOODY). New Asst. Wres-

tling Coach at Fortuna!
High. Love—
Amy Baby, Have a great birthday. |
know this is a day late,
but it is the

SAME

Dear Captain Smegma; A solution to
your telephone blues and boredom:
Remember the old Russian Proverb,
“The stronger the screwdriver, the
better the conversation.” — A “mere”
business major. 11/11

0528.

Beginning with your 1987 income

HM,

Your Grades!

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

213-477-8226 %:

charge for rough and final versions. Call

LORNA's at 442-4926 for FAST, ACCURATE SERVICE. 12/9

Lumberjack

for

BLUE STREAK

$2
25

words

Deadline

for

tax return that you will file in
1988, you generally must list social
security numbers for dependents who
are at least five years old by the end

submission

of 1987. If any of your dependents
do not have this number, get an

Forms

Frio

at

ft

are

available

Social Security office in your area.

aan gate
ara

iS

pom

application form today from the

to : Research Assistance
Or, rush $2.00
$2.
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom

for

Free pickup and delivery with minimum order. Typing, proofreading
and
other editorial services. Rush jobs are
our specialty. Call 445-3847. 12/9

Only

with dependents

Save

SERVICE

Classifieds

hour working part-time on campus. For
more information, call 1-800-932-

circulars mailed. Guaranteed. Homeworkers needed to perform mail services. Incentive programs available.
Send legal size stamped self addressed envelope to United Service of
America, 24307 Magic Mtn. Parkway,
Suite #306 Valencia, CA. 91355. 12/9

TYPING

442-4926 and talk to LOANA’s for
FAST, ACCURATE SERVICE. 12/9

College students earn $10-$14 per

Earn $480 weekly—$60 per hundred

DAY

APA formatted papers for NURSING
STUDENTS typed accurately. One

tele

aan

also available—all levels

‘

X

OPPORTUNITIES

Free Drop-in Tutoring—Math, Chemistry, Computer Information Systems ,

SERVICES

SCeeceeeeeeeeeaesseeseceseseesaeeeeersaeceeseR

>

S,

ROCKIN’ RHYTHM & BLUES
OLD WAVE ROCK & ROLL

A

822-2036 OR 822-0615
BUY ONE MEDIUM
FROZEN YOGURT AND
GET THE SECOND ONE
FREE!

You too can be the proud owner
of a brand new

1987 Lumberjack.
Can be used for air conditioning, shade,

bird cage lining, puppy trainer, cleaning windows,

and even reading.
Subscribe today while supplies last.
Send money to
The Lumberjack, Nelson Hall East 6
Arcata, CA 95521
$7 per semester
$12 per year

Stop by on your way to the new mall!
Expires Nov. 30, 1987

1620 S. Broadway, Eureka

:

SEGRE

'

FOR BOOKING INFO CALL:

HSSEESESReEEeseeeeeeseseseaneseed

Lumberjack LaserWriter Service
All your typesetting needs — 826-3259
ee

[SUBSCRIBE ¢ SUBSCRIBE ¢ SUBSCRIB
To The Lumberjack Newspaper
just $7.00 a seme

r or $12.00 a year

Send to: The Lumberjack, Nelson Hall East 6

Arcata, CA 95521

880898888888

Computers! Low prices on new systems! Leading Edge: $895. Apple [1:
$695 and up. Macintosh: $1,699.
Commodor P C: $899. Call Don Chin

PERSONALS

SBSSSSGuR88eG

FOR SALE

©
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Clark’s
Canadian Beer 6-pk

2/$7

Anchor Steam Beer

MEXICAN FOOD
at ree Of Io e.

$1.69

Coke 6-pack cans
Homestyle

3/$6

—

Ice Cream 1/2 gal.

Hershey’s Big Block
e Sierra Nevada Ale &
Carta Blanca On Tap

600 F Street, Arcata
854

Uniontown Shopping Center

Oth

Street,

Between H St. & | St.)

(Under the Blue Awning
COFFEEHOUSE

° EUROPEAN

music,

MAGB,

LIVE

NEWSPAPERS

MUBIC

IRISH

¢ 822-3441

Arcata

BATURDAY

NIGHTS

*

FROG

POND

PRIVATE

ME

CAPPUCCINO

PASTRIES
FIREPLACE

—.

ent pM

Traditional Sauna Cabins
OPEN

EVERYDAY

18:00

NOON

*

INCLUDING

BUNDAVS

AND

HOLIDAYS

°

CORNER

sth

AND

J

* ARCATA:

eae-2e28

